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WELCOME

WELCOME FROM THE HEADMISTRESS
It has been a term filled with fun and activity and we head into the summer holiday with joy in our hearts.
It is time to relax and to explore. We are relaunching our Cultural Logs after the break for Covid. When
we return in September, we will sit down and chat to each pupil about the books they have dipped into,
the galleries, museums, concerts, plays or sporting events that they have visited. I am interested in the boxsets, films, walks and any wildlife encountered. There are weeks for relaxation and adventure, with plenty
of time for fun and for making happy memories with friends and family.
I often talk about the highlight of the term in the newsletter, but it is hard to identify a single moment or
event this summer: it is more the delight at being fully back as a community. I am incredibly proud of my
wonderful staff and pupils who give so much on a daily basis.
The pupils were reminded today, in our Commemoration Service at Holy Trinity Church, of the importance
of love. I hope that you all have a wonderful summer filled with love and kindness.
Mrs Fiona Boulton
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GHS HIGHLIGHTS

GHS HIGHLIGHTS

PRIZEGIVING
After three years without it,
GHS Prizegiving returned to
G Live to commemorate a
fantastic year at GHS. Our guest
of honour, Dr Maggie AderinPocock MBE, a British space
scientist and educator, spoke
about a multitude of events
in her life with key themes of
resilience and thinking big that
resonated with us all. Her dream
of going to space reminded us
there is no limit to our dreams
and capabilities.

Grace Kitchen and Christina Huang (Head Girls 2022-23) with
Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock and Mrs Fiona Boulton

Isabel Bull and Alannah Enskat (Head Girls 2021-22) with Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock and Mrs Fiona Boulton

Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock MBE
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GHS HIGHLIGHTS

GHS HIGHLIGHTS

WALK AND WILDLIFE DAY
Well done to the many pupils and staff who
participated in this year’s Walk and Wildlife
Day on Monday 4 July. There was gorgeous
weather as our community walked from home
to school from various points in and around
Surrey.
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GHS HIGHLIGHTS

GHS HIGHLIGHTS

LEAVERS’ BALL
A night of glitz and glamour was had by our staff and
the Class of 2022 as we said goodbye to our Upper
Sixth, waving them off to pastures new. With many of
the students going to university and some taking gap
years, there are plenty of adventures to be had for Mrs
Boulton’s bubble group.
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ART AND DESIGN

ART AND DESIGN

GCSE AND A LEVEL ART AND DESIGN EXHIBITION

GCSE - Emily Simmonds

GCSE - Sarah Webb

GCSE - Freya Clark Ford
A Level - Carmen Morzaria

A Level - Bronwyn Wydenbach

A Level - Sasha Mehmet

GCSE - Erin Grant

GCSE - Isabel Secrett
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GCSE - Aanchal Kumar

A Level - Natasha Morris

A Level - Imogen Holt

A Level - Isabel Bull

A Level - Gabby Cook

DRAMA

DRAMA

THE WITCHES
This term we once again enjoyed the creative flair of our talented
Drama Department. After a very successful pantomime in the
Michaelmas Term, Year 7 returned to the stage once more in their
second Senior School production, Roald Dahl’s ‘The Witches’.
Adapted for the stage by David Wood, the play had all the magic
and mayhem you would expect from a Roald Dahl story. We
thoroughly enjoyed the performances, with each one better than
the last (if that was even possible!).
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MUSIC

MUSIC

SPRING CONCERT
One of the rites of passage for leaving Upper Sixth musicians is to take to the stage
for the final time in the Spring Concert. Not only were we treated to sensational
playing from the three Upper Sixth concerto soloists (Kate Ryan – cello; Emma
Stent – violin; and Eve Yates – bassoon) but, also, wonderful ensemble playing
from all six ensembles, with many Upper Sixth instrumentalists leading their
sections. The audience was treated to a wonderful range of genres and styles
from the Wind Band, Big Band, Mathias Band, Chamber Orchestra, String
Orchestra and Symphony Orchestra, with the players from every ensemble
clearly enjoying the thrill of performing to others. This was a superb concert –
congratulations to everyone involved in the evening.
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AROUND SCHOOL

STAFF RETIREMENTS

ANIMAZING
STAFF RETIREMENTS
As the term draws to a close, we say goodbye to a number of our wonderful staff. We would like to thank all of our leaving staff for their professionalism, their
commitment to our community and for their positivity. We have to mention four staff who have been with us for a combined total of 84 years.
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MRS LOUISE STONE

MRS GAIL SCOTT

Louise is retiring from GHS after 25 years. Her impact
on sport has been simply extraordinary, and her ability
to set strategy and build a team enabled her to turn her
road map on the back of an envelope into the reality of
GHS being awarded the top girls school for sport in the
country for 8 years in a row. She is able to generate energy,
enthusiasm, commitment, passion and belief amongst staff
and pupils. In 2013 she was awarded an MBE for Services
to Education, an accolade richly deserved for her work
within GHS and across state and independent schools
nationally. We do not say goodbye entirely though, as she
will continue her work in the Alumni team next year.

Gail has taught Biology brilliantly at GHS for 22
years. She has been inspirational and has been a rock
solid support to every student she has taught over
the years. She has been a constant source of ideas,
encouragement and support to her colleagues, but
most importantly to her students. Gail’s passion for
Biology shone through and she would always go the
extra mile to help the girls reach their goals. Gail
will be dearly missed and we wish her a long, happy
retirement.

MR GEOFF HILL

MRS HANNAH CAWTHORN

Geoff has been our wonderful Resistant Materials
technician for almost 20 years and has been the glue
that has held the department together. His wealth of
knowledge, experience and skill have ensured the students
produce work of the highest calibre. The majority of his
work goes unnoticed as it happens behind the scenes but
without him students would not be able to make the high
quality products they do. He will be greatly missed by all in
the GHS community as he embarks on his well-deserved
retirement and we would like to take this opportunity to
wish him all the very best for the future.

Hannah has been our fantastic Physics technician
for the past 17 years. Knowledgeable, flexible, and
always willing to try out new ideas, she has been
the Physics technician that all Physics departments
dream of. She has been a supportive member of the
team whose words of wisdom have been of great
benefit to countless new Physics teachers and Heads
of Department. We would like to thank Hannah for
all that she has done for GHS and wish her a welldeserved, enjoyable retirement.

What do you get when you put Year 7 pupils,
a tarantula, a boa constrictor and a couple of
cockroaches in a Biology lab? Animazing! The
pupils (and staff) absolutely loved learning about
the wonderful world of natural science through
this engaging and interactive session. Steve’s
stories about the frogs, stick insects (did you
know they had green blood?) and hedgehogs were
made all the more relevant by being able to see
and hold the animals. The star of the show was
the beautiful barn owl and of course, who could
resist the adorable rabbit.

AROUND SCHOOL

BRITISH BIOLOGY
OLYMPIAD
Nine courageous Year 13 biologists
signed up for the British Biology
Olympiad earlier this year. The cerebral,
multi-faceted and often obscure
questions were no match for our
students, who all achieved certificates of
achievement.

AROUND SCHOOL

LOWER SIXTH BIOLOGY OLYMPIAD

ALICE AWARDS

PROSE FICTION FESTIVAL

Students from Lower Sixth recently took part in the Intermediate
Biology Olympiad. The questions were based on their biological
intuition, logic and imagination. They were expected to apply
basic principles, which they were familiar with, to new topics,
as well as being asked questions about cutting edge and topical
biology. GHS students performed exceptionally well and were
awarded 6 Commended, 5 Highly Commended, 5 Bronze, 6
Silver and 5 Gold Awards. A special mention to Olivia Crewe
who achieved the highest score in the year group with an excellent
84%. Extremely well done to all of those who took part.

The Alice Award was a brilliant way to become a better
citizen. It involved a series of eight tasks to complete
over the Lent term. For example, we had to volunteer
or help out somewhere. I decided to help out at my
hockey club with the younger children. I first started
playing hockey when I was 5, and I remember older
players coming to help us so it was a really good way to
pay that back. We also had to plan and do a 10km walk
which I did with my family during the half term break
and we needed to do 10 things that make us happy.
I used this to take time to make sure I was looking
after myself, and I also used the opportunity to speak
to my older relatives. After we had completed all of
the 8 tasks we were invited to a tea party to celebrate.
The party was lots of fun and the food and drink were
delicious. I would definitely recommend that the new
Year 7 pupils take part in the Alice Award. I wear my
badge on my blazer with pride knowing the effort it
took to get it.

We were delighted to host the 2022 Prose Fiction Festival this term. All students in Years 7, 8 and 9
crafted their own ghost stories, and two finalists were selected from each English class to read their
stories on the night. Author Cliff McNish visited the school earlier in the term to help students with
their stories and inspire them to create unique and imaginative ghostly characters! Cliff returned to
judge the final entries. all of which were of exceedingly high quality. Our finalists blew us away with
their creativity and invention.

YEAR 10 BIOLOGY CHALLENGE

Congratulations to Camille Chan
(Highly Commended); Keya Mahavir,
Ayushi Gupta and Jenna West (bronze);
Charlotte Wallace and Amrit Buttar
(silver). A special mention to Kate
Ryan and Issy Davey who achieved gold
certificates, putting them in the top 5%
of the country. We are incredibly proud
of all their achievements – well done
girls!

Before May half term, students from Year 10 took part in the UK
Biology Challenge. The questions were based on topics covered
in class, knowledge from reading books and magazines, watching
natural history programmes, awareness of our natural flora and
fauna, and taking notice of the media for items of biological
interest. GHS students performed exceptionally well and were
awarded:
1 Gold award
16 Silver
33 Bronze
14 Highly Commended
16 Commended
A special mention to Amelia Alder who achieved the highest score
in the year group - an excellent 79%. Very well done to all of those
who took part.

Lottie Richardson

Winners for best story: Amelia Burt, Darcy Alder and Matilda Malcolm, all of whom dazzled the
judges with the maturity, eloquence and creativity of their stories.
Winners for best performance: Mahika Soin, Vera Huang and Amy Li who brought their stories to
life through their powerful delivery and engagement with their audience.
Overall winner of the Festival: Louisa Rigby for her lyrical and poignant story, Speechless.

THE BIG BANG COMPETITION
In April 2022, I entered one of the UK’s leading science and engineering competitions and after a
rigorous application process, including 3 interviews with engineering professionals, I was informed
that I had reached the National Final. I was invited to present my project, Sixth Sense, at the Big
Bang Fair at the Birmingham NEC in June. Being able to present my work to a wider audience was
an invaluable experience, and one of the most rewarding parts of the competition was receiving
feedback on my project from real engineers!
Sixth Sense is a small, portable device that I designed, manufactured and tested to provide the user
with greater awareness of their surroundings using haptic feedback. It uses an ultrasonic distance
sensor to measure how far objects are away from it and then translates this into vibrations using an
Arduino as a microcontroller and a vibrating motor. The device could benefit the visually impaired
by increasing their safety when navigating new environments. In addition, cyclists could wear the
device on a belt to alert them to vehicles approaching behind them. A further application of Sixth
Sense would be providing HGV drivers with awareness of vehicles in their ‘blind spots’.
Milly Kanagasabay
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AROUND SCHOOL

UPPER SIXTH FAREWELL
A mix of emotions were felt earlier this term as we
said farewell to our Upper Sixth; excitement for
the next chapter, sadness to be leaving, nostalgia
over the memories. As Mrs Boulton’s bubble year
group, the students have had quite the journey
and spent their final day reading old letters and
signing shirts.
We wish you all the best, Class of 2022.

AROUND SCHOOL

YEAR 10 DEBATING
On Wednesday 22 June, I was very excited to be part of one
of four GHS teams to compete in the Year 10 French debating
competition at Charterhouse. The motions we discussed
in French were ‘TikTok is dangerous for young people’ and
‘Electric cars are not a good solution for the planet’. All four
teams performed brilliantly, forming perceptive questions and
insightful answers under pressure. A surprise motion of ‘It is
better to spend holidays in England than abroad’ was debated
in the intense final, and we are proud to say that GHS won 1st,
2nd and 3rd place overall.
Charlotte Hampson

ZERO WASTE WEEK
This term we celebrated our first ever Zero Waste Week. We
kicked off the week by encouraging all forms to write an ecofriendly pledge ranging from avoiding fast fashion to reducing
our food waste. Pupils from all year groups got involved with
fun activities such as using a refillable shampoo station which
had all finished by the end of the week! It was lovely to see so
many people take part in the Fashion Fixit event and the Repair
Cafe. The Sixth Form wrote letters to MPs and large companies
about what they could do to reduce the onus on the individual to
reduce their waste. They also enjoyed a discussion following Prof
Kate Raworth’s lecture on Doughnut Economics. Hopefully, we
can continue this event in the future and encourage individuals
to reduce their waste.

IRIS CONFERENCE
Five Lower Sixth students ventured into London (battling
train strikes) to attend the IRIS student conference to present
their original research, analysing the spectral emissions from
planetary nebula using data from the Spitzer Space Telescope.
While there, they enjoyed presentations from other student led
projects, such as investigating the correlation between muon
numbers and solar flare activity, and researchers such as Prof
Tom Welton discussing sustainable chemistry.

Anjuli Varma and Louise Sanders (Green Team Prefects)
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VISITS & TRIPS

VISITS & TRIPS

SCIENCE MUSEUM

HADRIAN’S WALL

FLORIDA TRIP

Year 8-10 Maths enrichment
pupils enjoyed a trip to the
Science Museum on 8 June.
They visited several galleries
and enjoyed both the visual
interest and maths detail, as
well as using the exhibits to
create their own comic or news
report via a special app on
their iPads in the Information
Age gallery.

At the end of the Lent term 37 girls from Years 8 and 9 adventured up to
Northumberland to explore the remains of the Roman emperor Hadrian’s
extraordinary wall; construction on the wall began in AD 122 meaning
that the maiden GHS trip to the Wall corresponded with the 1900th
anniversary of its construction! We explored numerous Roman forts and
towns, including Birdoswald, Corbridge, Vindolanda and Chesters, gaining
a fantastic impression of life at the Wall for the diverse range of soldiers and
their families who came here from across the Roman Empire, as far away
as Dacia (modern day Romania) and Syria. We also found time to visit
Alnwick Castle and its wonderful state rooms and thoroughly enjoyed a
location tour of several iconic scenes from the Harry Potter films. Our
trip was bookended with two brilliant sites in Derbyshire: Bolsover Castle
and Chatsworth House. We were lucky to have practically Mediterranean
weather and excellent company from the girls, who were positive, inquisitive,
and enthusiastic about all the sites and the beautiful walks.

The Florida STEM trip in the Easter holiday was an amazing, once in a lifetime
experience. When exploring Orlando and beyond, we embarked on awesome
adventures and created incredible memories along the way. Throughout the
week we were treated to not only beautiful weather, but also kindness from all
the teachers and staff helping to make the trip the best it could possibly be.
Visiting beautiful marine life both in the Clearwater Marine Aquarium and
Florida State Parks was amazing, and we all had the time of our lives floating
next to the graceful manatees!

EYP NATIONAL SESSION

From dissecting squids to riding on world famous rollercoasters, there was
truly something for everyone. The trip was the highlight of our year, and we
would highly recommend leaping at all the opportunities and expeditions that
GHS has to offer.
Milly Joseph

Following their brilliant qualification from
the South Coast Regional Session, our
Lower Sixth European Youth Parliament
team set off to Liverpool to join the National
Session on the last weekend of term. They
spent the first day team building with their
fellow delegates, and then collaborated
incredibly effectively in their committees,
formulating excellent proposals to tackle
European issues ranging from LGBTQ+
rights to tackling loneliness following
the pandemic. The whole team shone
throughout the competition, leading to
their selection for the International Session
as they enter their Upper Sixth year. This is
very exciting - well done everyone!
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VISITS & TRIPS

BUSHCRAFT EXPERIENCES
YEAR 7
What an adventure! The Year 7s had a
fabulous time at Bushcraft, getting stuck
in to all of the activities and building
shelters robust enough to sleep in - well
done to all those who enjoyed a night
under the stars. A particular highlight was
our fire-building and subsequent use of
the charcoal to camouflage ourselves for
our wilderness tracking activity! It was so
fantastic to see friendships strengthened
and new bonds formed as the Year 7s
showed courage and bravery as we all
enjoyed the time in nature.

VISITS & TRIPS

RELIGIOUS STUDIES TRIP TO THE QUAKERS

BOGNOR REGIS

On the 14 and 17 June, our three IGCSE Religious Studies groups visited
the Guildford Quaker Meeting House. After walking down to the Meeting
House, we were greeted by some Friends and sat down to hear a brief summary
of the fundamental Quaker beliefs and practices read by one of the Elders.
We had the opportunity to ask them some interesting questions and they
provided us with some riveting answers. Questions ranged from ‘what are your
opinions on the Ukrainian War?’ to ‘what happens at a Quaker wedding?’ It
was fascinating to hear from some real Quakers and how different their views
could be, despite being part of the same denomination. After we said goodbye,
we were treated to a trip to the Co-Op in town to finish off with an ice cream!
Overall, we thoroughly enjoyed the experience, and it was interesting to hear
more about the Quakers which is one of the three key denominations covered
in the IGCSE course.

The Lower Sixth Geographers enjoyed a visit to Bognor Regis in June to develop
their fieldwork skills. In the morning, they explored the topic of sensory geography,
mapping the ‘smellscape’ of the town, before considering the degree to which heritage
affects present-day place identity. In the afternoon, they investigated whether coastal
defences were effective at preventing erosion and flooding.

Charlotte Allen and Katie Shopland

YEAR 8
We were treated to absolutely glorious
weather on our trip to Bushcraft! The Year
8s threw themselves into all of the activities
and it was fantastic to see their enthusiasm
for everything the camp leaders organised.
The creative games had minds whirring, the
calm and concentration during knife craft
was palpable, and the shelter building was
so successful that there was a core group of
intrepid explorers who chose to sleep out
in the wilderness. Well done to everyone
for stepping outside comfort zones and
embracing the joy of the outdoors.
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SPORT

SPORT

SPORTS DAY
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SPORT

SPORT

ASPIRING ATHLETES PROGRAMME PROFILES
There have been some outstanding athletic performances throughout the course of this academic year and we are very proud of all of our pupils’ sporting achievements.
We caught up with some of them to find out how their year has gone and how the Aspiring Athletes Programme has helped them to achieve at the highest levels of their
sports.
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KATIE

ARABELLA

Although I play many sports,
athletics and cross country have
always been my favourites because
they are easy to see progress
in, and they can lead to other
opportunities. In March this year,
I got my first England Schools
vest, competing at the SIAB
International, where I came 6th.
This track season, I have taken 11
seconds off my 1500m personal
best and am currently ranked 2nd
in the Under 15 age group in the
UK. Outside of school, I train
2-3 times a week at Aldershot,
Farnham and District athletics club
and with the help and support of
the Aspiring Athlete programme at
school too, I will hopefully be able
to keep progressing in the years to
come.

I am Arabella. I am 15 years old and in Year
10. I am a track and field athlete, concentrating
mainly on Multi Events (Heptathlon), but this
year I have also started to run the 300m and
400m hurdles as individual events. My greatest
achievement during the indoor season was
becoming the indoor Under 17 Womens 300m
National Champion with a time of 39.53
seconds. The outdoor season is still ongoing
until the end of September. So far my greatest
achievement is breaking the 21-year-old British
Record for a 15 year old in the 400m Hurdles
with a time of 59.99 seconds. This was also the
second time I had run the qualifying time in this
event for the U18 European Championships,
and it ranks me 7th in Europe. As a result I have
been named a reserve for the GB U18 team. I
have also qualified to run for Surrey Schools
in the 300m Hurdles at the English Schools
National Championships at the beginning of
July and hope to win a medal and be selected to
compete for England in a Home International
Schools match in Ireland, also in July. The staff
at school have been really supportive of me,
helping me to achieve my goals while keeping
my school work on track.

DARCY

TILLY

JESS

I have been a member of the Senior Performance squad at
Guildford City Swimming Club. We have been extremely
successful in winning the regional championships across
all age groups and crowned the top club in the southeast
region. I won the 50m Freestyle race for regionals with a
time of 26.37 seconds. I was honoured to be awarded the
Senior School swimming cup, for the most outstanding
swimmer at school. In July I have been selected to
represent Great Britain at the Junior Europeans, which is
being held in Romania.

I am a discus thrower. My first coach was Jade
Lally who is the female thrower for the UK at the
commonwealth games this summer. This year I
have been able to get my personal best 5 times in
competition. I am ranked number 1 in the UK
and I won gold at the county championships. I am
going to representing Surrey at the national English
schools (ESAAs) in Manchester in July. I went last
year and got the silver. I was also on the Surrey
indoor athletics and hockey teams this winter.

I have been training at Kuk Sool Won for over 10
years now. It is a Korean mixed martial arts, which has
taught me much more than self-defence including
perseverance, self-discipline and leadership skills.
Recently, I competed in the European championship
and won the title of ‘Grand Champion’ in my
category for 17 and under second Dahn black belts.
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SPORT

SPORT

SPORTS AWARDS

LEAGUE CRICKET

CRICKET TOUR

SURREY STARBURST FESTIVALS

On 22 April, GHS hosted the annual Sports Awards event and had the pleasure of welcoming Judy Murray
OBE as our guest speaker. The theme this year was the Commonwealth Games and it was lovely to see both
the school and students dressed head to toe in red, white and blue. To start off the evening, the Sixth Form
gathered in the 2016 Hall where they were able to take group or team photos and welcome Judy Murray to
the school. The Sixth Form then moved to Stocks for a delicious three course meal and quiz while Years 10
and 11 were welcomed into the 2016 Hall for their opportunity to take photos and enjoy canapés.

The league cricket teams in hardball and softball
competed against the top 45 schools in the county
- a record number of entries for any Surrey Cricket
league (boys and girls). The hardball teams did well
progressing through the rounds, but it was the U13
Softball Team that made it through to Finals Day.
They faced the top 6 schools in the county and won
convincingly in 3 of the 4 matches played on the day
with incredible bowling and a batting from all players.
A highlight was scoring 48 from 2 overs against
Lingfield. In the end, the team narrowly missed out
on the top spot in a close match, but should be hugely
proud of their performances all season and finishing
Runners Up in Surrey.

We ran our first ever cricket tour this term in
sunny Sussex with 24 keen cricketers across Years
7-10. It started with an inspiring Friday night of
T20, watching Gloucestershire narrowly beating
Sussex Sharks. On Saturday, the girls were hosted
by Hurstpierpoint, and both teams won their
matches before heading off to Brighton and an
opportunity for some light-hearted beach cricket.
Sunday saw a match of all age groups mixing; a
fantastic standard of cricket and great opportunity
for the Year 7s and 8s to play alongside some
more experienced players. The atmosphere was
superb with music playing, and batting pairs
consisting of girls from different year groups. The
cricket bonding continued with teamwork at the
Brighton Escape Rooms, where the girls solved
their way through the puzzles and we returned
back to school. The beautiful weather helped to
top off what was a phenomenal first tour. A huge
thank you to Mr Collins for organising the first
tour!

To end what has been a fantastic cricket season, our U13,
U14 and U15 cricket teams competed in the Surrey
Starburst Cricket Festivals. Our U14 and U15 teams took
part in the U15 festival with 21 schools taking part. Both
teams won their group and qualified with the highest
number of ‘smash it’ points to compete against each other
and Howard of Effingham. It was an impressive display of
cricket from both teams, with superb diving catches and
wickets bowled, which resulted in the U14s winning gold
medals and the U15s taking the bronze. The following
day, the U13s played some stunning cricket, scoring over
300 runs and impressing onlooking teachers. They also
qualified for the finals group and narrowly missed out on
the gold, but should be very proud of their silver medals.
Well done to all our cricketers this summer season and we
will see you soon for some winter nets.

All students then made their way to the Main Hall to hear an inspirational talk from Judy. After engaging
the audience with an interactive quiz about her two sons, Jamie and Andy, she progressed to explain her
journey with her sons into their professional careers, touching on both the successes and obstacles they
faced along the way. Her clear passion in encouraging girls to participate in sport was evident throughout
her speech. It was inspiring to hear about the actions she has taken to tackle stereotypes and empower both
women and young girls.
As usual at GHS, we like to display our competitive side, which was demonstrated particularly during the
quiz, with a distinct rivalry between the two tables of teachers. Fortunately for one table, with the team
name ‘Robbed last year’, they were victorious, an achievement they definitely relished!
Another special moment of the evening was the tribute made towards our Executive Director of Sport, Mrs
Louise Stone MBE, who has been a focal part of all sporting excellence at GHS for nearly 20 years. Her
contribution to GHS sport has enabled us to receive the title of “Top Independent Girls’ School for Sport”
in the School Sports magazine for eight years in a row. It is safe to say that all students are extremely grateful
for her dedication to GHS sport, and she will be sorely missed
.
The evening was rounded off with the awards ceremony where pupils were recognised for individual
attainment and dedication to all areas of school sport. It was lovely to see so many different pupils awarded
for such a wide variety of sports, as well as recognising pupils’ individual qualities such as positive attitudes,
resilience and enthusiasm. We are delighted that Mrs Stone has left the Stone Award for Distinction in
Sport in her honour, and the deserving recipient this year was Isabel Bull.
We would like to thank all staff for their support, particularly Mrs McHale, without whom the evening
simply would not have been possible!
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Well done!

SPORT

SPORT

UPPER SIXTH V STAFF FOOTBALL

LOWER SIXTH FOOTBALL

SURREY TENNIS FESTIVAL

ORIENTEERING

GOLF

Last year the current Upper Sixth took on the staff in a football match;
we suffered a 5-2 loss but did not let that get us down, returning this
year with a vengeance! We went to all the PE and lunchtime training
sessions to improve our skills and take the staff by surprise in this year’s
Staff vs U6 match in a bid to end our school footballing careers on a
high. Alas, after the first half of the match the score was 2-0 to the staff,
but the Upper Sixth spirits remained high since those two goals were
scored late on in the first half. During the second half the staff scored
another three goals and a golden goal was called for to end the match.
With the Upper Sixth gaining the upper hand in the attack we soon
scored the crucial golden goal and sealed victory in a triumphant end
to our GHS football careers. Special mention to MVPs Miss Oakes
and Della Sakaria and a big thank you to Mr Martin for all his help
and support.

It has been a great year for the Lower Sixth footballers. We kicked off the year with the annual
Festival of Football in which 10 teams from Years 11 through to Upper Sixth played in search
of victory. The Lower Sixth achieved greatness and won after a tantalising final resulted in a
penalty shoot-out. The momentum from the win was not lost with the students continuing to
train hard, honing their skills, despite weather and exams. This training prepared the team for
their first external match since the pandemic against a well-drilled King’s College Wimbledon
side. The tunes on the minibus helped to hype up the team, enabling all players to perform
fantastically, highlighting the huge improvement that they have made throughout the year.
While the score line was (a very unlucky) 0-2, the team was not disheartened, with a quick trip
to Starbucks on the journey home keeping spirits high. We continue to train hard to prepare
for future matches, loving the relaxed environment that football at GHS creates.

GHS had four age groups (U12-U15) represented at the
Surrey Schools Tennis Festival on 4 May. The weather was
kind and all of the girls played competitively and well.

As far as I am aware, GHS has never had an
orienteering team before. Lead by team captain
Emily Butter the team achieved an amazing
3rd place in a local school’s league, competing
against schools with years more experience.

The Cranleigh Golf Tournament is a wonderful
event for our young, beginner golfers to get their first
taste of inter-school competition. It was a beautiful,
sunny evening on Friday 13 May, when six schools:
Cranleigh School (senior and prep), Charterhouse,
Epsom College, George Abbot, St. Catherine’s and
Guildford High, played in mixed 3-balls on the host’s
9-hole Par 3 course. Using a generous Stableford
format for scoring, prizes were awarded to individual
and team winners at the end. Whilst none of these
came GHS’s way on this occasion, there’s no doubt of
great potential for the future!

Both the U13 and U14 teams secured enough wins in the
group stages to secure places in the last 16 and quarter
finals respectively. The U13s won their last 16 match but
were unable to pull off a win in the quarter finals. The
U14s made it into the semi-finals but lost to the eventual
overall winners, Epsom College.

We will return to the forest in September, and
on the back of this success hope that a few others
will be tempted to come and have a go!
Mrs Helen Le Page

Well done girls!
Jess Chaffe and Eliza Powell

Phoebe Haly
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SPORT

SPORT

ATHLETICS
What a glorious Summer Term in terms of weather and Athletics success! We won Year 7 and 8 District Athletics trophies, with many
records broken – Tilly R (1500m), Kitty (800m), Elise (Javelin), Tilly F (Discus), Robin (800m), Arabella (Shot).
Inter-Counties Championships results: Arabella 1st (400m hurdles - setting new county record), Katie 1st (1500m), Emmeline 1st and
Robin 2nd (800m), Tilly 1st (Discus). These pupils have been selected for the English Schools Individual Championships in July. Year 8
podiums from Olivia 1st (High Jump) and Elise 1st (Javelin).
Our budding Pentathletes, Elise and Keira, represented the U15 Surrey team at the ESAA Combined events, placing 8th and 12th
respectively (still a year young). Ella Pugh competed in U17 Heptathlon and came 8th and Arabella has been selected for the Surrey team
at ESAA National finals in July.
The West Surrey qualifier for National Prep Schools championships brought more success. 2 meeting records were broken – Keira Oxley
and Olivia Kraus tied in High Jump and Elise Christian in Javelin. A record 14 girls were selected over 20 events for the Finals in Coventry.
Podium finishes – Kitty 2nd and Tilly 3rd (1500m), Liv 2nd (Long Jump), Olivia 2nd (High Jump), Keira 3rd (300m), Erin 3rd (100m),
Year 8 relay team 1st and Elise was crowned National Champion in Hurdles and Javelin, also breaking this record!
Both Junior and Inter teams qualified for the ESAA National Finals in Abingdon. Superb effort was made from every girl to produce
amazing results and our highest team totals. Both teams were ranked 1st going into the finals. Bella and Elise both set new championship
records in 100m and Javelin respectively. Both Junior and Inter teams became National Champions for the first time ever! Incredible
achievement to be 1st in the country from 670 schools that entered.

TEAM TRIATHLON

TENNIS

We entered a team triathlon at Charterhouse where a
team of four Year 7 girls completed each discipline as a
relay before moving to the next. The team placed 2nd, just
marginally missing out to an all boys team! They also raised
a large amount of money for the Restless Development
Charity. Congratulations to Kitty who has been selected
to represent British Triathlon South East TS2 team at
Inter-Regional Finals in August. Good luck, Kitty!

The GHS tennis teams have had a successful, albeit short,
season, travelling all over Surrey for league and friendly
matches. Having had a break from competitive tennis for
the last few years, we were unsure what to expect from the
Surrey League. However, in true GHS style, each age group
produced some superb tennis in their qualifying rounds,
making the Surrey Finals day in four age groups. The U12s
unfortunately lost to the eventual winners, a very strong
Putney team, in the semi-finals. The U13s cruised past
Woldingham to meet St George’s in the final. This was a
competitive match, with lots of long rallies and tense points,
and the GHS team finished runners up. The U14 team
saved their finest tennis of the season for finals day, beating
Caterham in the semi-final and St Catherine’s in the final,
finishing the day as County Champions! A special mention
must go to Katie Pye and Jess Yu who remained undefeated.
The U15s played some strong tennis, and following a victory
over Croydon, they fought hard in the final against KGS to
finish as runners up. Congratulations to all players on an
outstanding season.

U13

U14

Mrs Byrne and Miss Foster

U12
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TERM DATES
2022-2023

2023-2024

MICHAELMAS TERM 2023

MICHAELMAS TERM 2023

Term starts: Tuesday 6 September
Half Term: Monday 24 October - Friday 4 November
Term finishes: Friday 16 December (school finishes at 16:00)
INSET: Monday 5 September

Term starts: Tuesday 5 September
Half Term: Monday 23 October - Friday 3 November
Term finishes: Friday 15 December (school finishes at 12:00)
INSET: Monday 4 September
Friday 8 September (school closes at 13:30 for INSET
afternoon)

LENT TERM 2024
Term starts: Wednesday 4 January
Half Term: Monday 13 February - Friday 17 February
Term finishes: Friday 24 March (school finishes at 12:00)
Entrance Exams: Friday 6 January
(School will be closed for pupils in Reception - Year 11)

TRINITY TERM 2024
Term starts: Monday 17 April
Half Term: Monday 29 May - Friday 2 June
Term finishes: Friday 7 July (school finishes at 11:45)
INSET: Friday 26 May
Bank Holiday: Friday 26 May

LENT TERM 2024
Term starts: Wednesday 3 January
Half Term: Monday 12 February - Friday 16 February
Term finishes: Friday 22 March (school finishes at 16:00)
Entrance Exams: Friday 5 January
(School will be closed for pupils in Reception - Year 10)

TRINITY TERM 2024
Term starts: Monday 15 April
Half Term: Monday 27 May - Friday 31 May
Term finishes: Friday 5 July (school finishes at 12:00)
INSET: Friday 24 May

Inspiring Girls
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